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Several general results are presented whereby various properties of independence 
or conditional independence between certain random variables may be deduced 
from the symmetries enjoyed by their joint distributions. These are applied to the 
distributions of sample correlation and canonical correlation coefficients when the 
underlying data-distribution has suitable orthogonal invariance. A typical result is 
that, for a random sample of observations on three independent normal variables, 
r12, r13. and rz3., are mutually independent. ‘(J: 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The presence of symmetries of various kinds in the distribution of a ran- 
dom outcome will often entail related properties of independence between 
suitably chosen quantities. As a simple example, suppose X, and X, have 
independent standard normal distributions, so that X = (X,, X,)’ has den- 
sity f(x) = (2n))’ exp -f(x’x). The circular symmetry of this density 
implies that X and Y = UX have the same distribution, where U is the 
matrix of an orthogonal rotation. Now JIY I( = /IX// and Y/JIY 1) = UX/llXll. 
So, with W = X/(lXll, R= /[Xl/, (W, R) and (UW, R) have the same joint 
distribution, whence the conditional distributions of W given R are likewise 
unchanged under orthogonal rotations of W. But W is confined to the unit 
circle, and there is only one distribution over this circle with orthogonal 
invariance, namely, the uniform distribution. We thus deduce that, con- 
ditionally on R, W has this uniform distribution; and since the condition- 
ing variable R has no effect, W and R must be independent. In the notation 
of Dawid [S], WII R. 
The above argument carries through for any circularly symmetric dis- 
tribution for X (so long as Pr(R = 0) = 0), for example, the bivariate 
Student distribution with density f(x) = (2~) -‘{ 1 + (xf +x$/v} ~((1’2)“+ I). 
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If we consider the family of all such circularly symmetric distributions as 
labeled by a parameter ,4, the argument shows that, given /i and R, W has 
the uniform distribution on the unit circle, so that W ll (A, R). (This is 
meaningful even though n is not considered as a random variable [S].) 
This paper presents several general results for extracting independence 
from distributional symmetries, and some applications. Sections 2 and 3 
gather together some terminology and theory in a form useful for our pur- 
poses. No attempt is made at complete rigour or generality of statements 
or proofs: for example, we ignore technical problems concerned with 
measurability of functions, sets of probability zero, continuity of groups 
actions, etc. However, the informal presentation displays the heuristic 
backbone of the arguments, and in most cases it is straightforward to flesh 
this out into a formal statement and proof: references to such rigurous 
arguments are given where appropriate. The notation for, and properties 
of, conditional independence, as presented in Dawid [S], are used without 
further comment. Section 8 of that paper contains an introductory survey 
of some of the ideas used here. 
In Section 4 we apply our results to demonstrate the mutual indepen- 
dence of certain sample correlation coefficients (or, in the multivariate case, 
canonical correlations) for distributions with suitable spherical symmetries. 
2. GROUP ACTIONS 
Let X be a random quantity with values in 3, and G a group of 
measurable transformations acting continuously on X. We denote by g 0 x 
the image of x E S under g E G. 
If t: X + Y is a surjective continuous bimeasurable mapping with the 
propertythat,foranygEG,t(x,)=t(x,)=>t(gox,)=t(gox,),thenwecan 
unambiguously define an action of G on .Y by go t(x) = r(go x). We then 
say that G acts on T = t(X), or that T is G-equiuariant. If g o T 5 T, then T is 
G-invariant. 
A family 9 = {P,: 1 E Y} of probability distributions for X is G- 
equiuariant if, whenever X has a distribution in 9, so does go X (g E G). 
Assuming henceforth that the parameter n labeling 9 is identified, an 
action of G on A is then determined by X-P, * g 0 X-P, A. If go A = ,4, 
then .!Y is G-invariant. 
For further background and terminology of invariance, see, e.g., 
Lehmann [ 13, Chap. 61 and Berk [ 11. 
The following basic result may be found in, e.g., Villegas [ 151. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G he a compact group acting continuously on LX. lf G 
is transitive on 3, there exists a unique G-invariant probability measure P 
over Z. 
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The distribution P above is given by P(A) = p(A *), where A * = {g E G: 
go x0 E A }, x0 being an arbitrary reference point in S, and p the normalised 
Haar measure on G. In typical applications of Theorem 2.1, G is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the group of orthogonal transformations of a 
Euclidean space. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose 9 is G-equivariant, and G acts on T, which is suf- 
ficient for 8. L e P’ denote the conditional distribution of X, given T= t (the t 
same for all P E 9, by sufficiency). Then X-P’ = g 0 X- Pg.“, so that the 
family {P’} is equivariant. 
Proof Let X’ = go X, T’ = t(X’) = go T. Then P’ is the distribution of X 
given T = t, A = A, or equivalently, of X given 7” = g 0 t, A = 1. Thus, if X 
has the above conditional distribution, then goX has the distribution of X’ 
given T = got, A = A. But, by equivariance, the joint distribution of 
(X’, T’) when A = ;1 is the same as that of (X, T) when A = go A, so that the 
required conditional distribution is the same as that of X given T= go t, 
A = g 0 A, which is just PR”‘. 
COROLLARY. The above conclusion holds when 9 consists of a single G- 
invariant distribution P, and T is any G-equivariant statistic. If, moreover, T 
is G-invariant, then the family (P’} is G-invariant. 
The condition in Lemma 2.1 that G act on T is automatically satisfied if 
9 is G-equivariant and T is minimal sufficient (Fraser, [8]). 
3. INVARIANCE AND INDEPENDENCE 
THEOREM 3.1. (Lehmann [ 13, p. 2201). Let 9 be G-equivariant, let 
T= t(X) be a G-invariant statistic, and let @ = $(A) be a maximal G- 
invariant parameter-function. Then TJL Al@; that is, the distribution of T is 
completely determined by the value of @. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Farrell [7]). Let 9 be invariant under a compact group 
G acting continuously, and let S be a maximal G-invariant statistic. Then S is 
sufficient for 9. 
Proof By the Corollary to Lemma 2.1, the conditional distributions of 
X given S, under any P E 9, are G-invariant. But under any specified value 
for S, X is confined to an orbit in % under G. Since G is transitive over this 
orbit, the G-invariant conditional distribution must be the unique one 
given by Theorem 2.1, and so the same for all P E 9, showing sufficiency. 
The result of Theorem 3.2 may be expressed as X11.4 IS. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let 9 be G-invariant (G compact and acting con- 
tinuously), let T be a G-invariant statistic, and suppose G acts on the statistic 
S. Let U be a maximal G-invariant function of S. Then Sll (A, T)I U. 
Proof. By the G-invariance of 9, the joint distribution of (g 0 S, T, U) 
given ,4 is the same as that of (S, T, U) given A. Consequently the con- 
ditional distribution of S, given any particular values for (A, T, U), is G- 
invariant. In this conditional distribution, S is confined to the orbit under 
G specified by the value of U, over which G acts transitively. By 
Theorem 2.1 there is only one G-invariant distribution on this orbit. It 
follows that the above conditional distribution for S cannot depend further 
on (,4, T) once U is given. 
The above result was given by Das Gupta [3] for the case that G acts 
transitively on S, when U is trivial. He further showed that compactness of 
G can be replaced by amenability of G (Bondar and Milnes [2]), but was 
unable to produce any example with this more general structure. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Hall, Wijsman, and Ghosh [9]). Let 9 be G- 
equivariant, S a G-equivariant sufficient statistic, T a maximal G-invariant 
function of X, and U a maximal G-invariant function of S. Then U is a 
function of T, and TlL (S, A)1 U. 
Proof. Clearly U, being a G-invariant function of X, is a function of T. 
Consider the family 2 of conditional distributions for X given S, which is 
independent of n and G-equivariant, by Lemma 2.1. Applying Theorem 3.1 
to Z?, with S replacing YI, we find that TV S( U in Z?, and hence in 9’. Since 
also TlL n ) (S, U) in 8, the result follows (Dawid [ 5, Lemma 4.33). 
Now consider a group G acting on X, with subgroups H and K such that 
G = HK, i.e., any g E G is expressible (not necessarily uniquely) in the form 
hk, for some h E H, k E K. 
Let W be a G-equivariant statistic. We denote by S and S’ the maximal 
K-invariant reductions of X and W, respectively, and by T and U the 
maximal H-invariant and G-invariant reductions, respectively, of W. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose H is a normal subgroup of G(Ha G). Then K acts 
on T, with maximal invariant U. 
Proof Suppose t(wi)= t(w2). Then w, = ho w2, for some hrz H. So 
t(k 0 w,) = t(kh 0 w2) = t(h’k 0 w2) (where h’ = khk-’ E H, since Ha G) = 
t(ko w,), so that K acts on T. It is clear that U is K-invariant, and is a 
function of T. If V shares these properties, V is both H- and K-invariant, so 
G-invariant, hence a function of U. Thus U is a maximal K-invariant 
function of T. 
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COROLLARY. If moreover G acts transitively on X, then K acts trans- 
itively on T. 
A result similar to Lemma 3.1, for the special case that H and K com- 
mute, was obtained by Berk [ 11. Note that, given transformation groups H 
and K, both properties (i) G = HK is a group and (ii) Ha G follow if we 
canshowthathEH,kEK=>khk-‘EH.Forletg,=h,k,,g,=h,k,.Then 
g,g,‘=h,k,h;’ (k3 = k, k;‘) = h, h3k3 (h3 = k,h,‘k,’ E H), so that 
g,g,’ E G, whence G is a group. Also, g,hg;’ = h,k,hk;‘h;’ = 
h, h*h;‘(h* = k, hk; l E H), so that HQ G. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let K be compact, and let 9, labeled by A, be the family 
of all K-invariant distributions for X. Suppose either (a) HaG, or (b) 
KaG. Then TJl(S, A)lU. 
Proof: (a) From Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.3. 
(b) First we show that 9 is H-equivariant. For if X- PE 9, and 
X’=hoX (hEH), then, for any kEK, kaX’=(kh)oX=(hk’)oX (where 
k’ = h - ‘kh E K) = h 0 (k’ 0 X). Since P E 9, k’ 0 X has the same distribution as 
X, whence k 0 X’ = h 0 (k’ 0 X) has the same distribution as h 0 X= X’, show- 
ing that the distribution of X’ is in 9. 
Now S is sufficient for 9, by Theorem 3.2, and H-equivariant, by 
Lemma 3.1 with H and K interchanged. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, the family 
of conditional distributions for X given S is H-equivariant, and the same 
then holds for the family 9 of distributions for W given S, since H acts on 
W. Similarly, Lemma 2.1 shows that 9 is K-invariant. In particular, S’ is 
sufficient for 9, by Theorem 3.2. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.1, H acts on S 
with maximal invariant U. 
Now apply Theorem 3.4 to 9, with X, A, G, S, T, U replaced by W, S, 
H, s’, T, U, respectively. We deduce that TY SIU in 9 and hence in 9, 
whence the result follows since Tll A IS in 9. 
COROLLARY (Eaton and Kariya [6]). Suppose G = HK acts transitively 
on X, with K compact, and let S and T be respectively the maximal K- and 
H-invariant reductions of X. Let 9 be the family of K-invariant distributions 
for X. Then, if either Ha G or Kd G, TlL (S, A). 
Prooj In this case, W= X and U is trivial. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
4.1. Normal Location and Scale. Let 9 be the family of distributions for 
X = (X, , X2,..., X,)’ under which the (Xi) are independent N(p, ~7’) 
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variables, for some (p, 0’). Define X=n-’ C?=, Xi, S2 = 
(n - 1))’ C;=, (Xi - 8)2, Yi = (Xi - 8)/S. We shall prove the familiar result 
Y Y (13 S; p, a’) by two different methods. 
(a) Let K be the group of orthogonal (n x n) matrices U for which 
Ul= 1 (where 1= (1, l,..., 1)‘). If X has the above distribution, then 
X N N(p1, 021,), and so UX N N(pU1, 02UI,U’) = N(pl,021,). Thus 9 is K- 
invariant. Also, K acts transitively on Y, while (& S) is K-invariant. The 
result follows from Theorem 3.3. 
(b) Let H be the location-scale group {[a, 61: b >O}, acting as 
Xi--, a + M,. Then S is H-equivariant, with (p, c)-+ (a + bp, bo), and acts 
transitively on the sufficient statistic, with (& S)--+ (a + 6& bS). A 
maximal H-invariant function of X is Y. The result now follows from 
Theorem 3.4. 
The above two proofs correspond to the two alternatives in the 
Corollary to Theorem 3.5, both of which are applicable since, in this case, 
H and K commute. It is clear that the result continues to hold if 9 is 
broadened to include all K-invariant distributions for X. This would 
include those representable as Xi= p + Ei where E has a spherical dis- 
tribution, i.e., such that VE has the same distribution as E for any 
orthogonal matrix V. 
A straightforward extension of the argument shows that, for a general 
linear model X =l%+E, with r known and E spherical, the scaled 
residuals have a completely determined distribution, independent of the 
least-squares estimator 6, the residual mean-square S*, and the specific 
form of the distribution of E. 
For matrix-variate generalizations, see Dawid [4] and Jensen and 
Good [ll]. 
4.2. Correlations. Let X, , X2, and X, be jointly distributed random 
(n x 1) vectors, and X (n x 3) = (X, X, X,). We can regard X, as the obser- 
vation of a variable Vi (j= 1,2, 3) on individual i (i = 1,2, 3 ,..., n). 
Define S (3 x 3) = X’X, so that Sjk = XjXk, and rjk = Sjk/(S$,,)“*, the 
(uncorrected) sample correlation between variables j and k. Let X,, k = 
X,&‘S, be the sample-based best linear prediction of Xj from Xk, and 
xj.k=xj-xj*k the corresponding residual vector. Define S,, * I = 
Xi*, x3 * I = %I S,‘S,3~ S,,.,=X~.,X,.,=S,,-S,,.,, etc., and r23.1= 
S,, ,/(S,,. 1 S33. 1)1’2, etc. Thus r23., is the sample partial correlation 
between V, and V,, allowing for V,. (Note that r23 ., is trivial, since 
lr 23. ,I = 1.) 
We shall consider the family 9 of distributions for X which are invariant 
under the group K of transformations of the form k: (X,, X2, X3)-+ 
(X, , X,, UX,), where U is orthogonal. This is equivalent to the requirement 
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that, conditionally on (X, , X,), the distribution of X3 should be spherical. 
If X has a densityf(x,, x2, x3) over R3n, we require that this has the form 
g(x,, x2, /Ix3 II). This holds in the special case that the variables have a 
zero-mean trivariate normal distribution, independently and identically for 
all individuals, with zero population correlation coefficients pIs and pZ3 (so 
that pz3., = pi3,* = 0 also). These zero correlation properties will hold in 
general for distributions in 9. Note that a mixture of distributions in B is 
itself in 9. 
THEOREM 4.1. With the above notation and conditions, and A labeling Y, 
r,,JL(X,, x2, S33r A). 
Proof Let H be the group of transformations h: X-+ VX, where V is 
orthogonal. Then for he H, kc K, h-‘kh acts as (X,, X2, X,)-+ 
(X,, X,, V’UVX3), so that h-‘kh E K. Hence G = HK is a group, and Ka G. 
Let Yi = Xi/Sy2 be the unit vector in the direction of Xi, and take W= 
(Y,, Y3). Then K and H act on W, with k: (Y1,Y3)-+(Y,,UY3), h: 
(Y,,Y,)-+(VY,,VY,). So we can apply Theorem3.5(b), with S= 
(Xi, X2, S,,), S’=Y,, T=r13, and U trivial. 
COROLLARY. r,,U.(r,,, SI1, S22, Sj3), and the distribution of r13 is the 
same as under normality. 
Note that r,3 may be replaced by r23 in the above, by symmetry. If 8* 
denotes the subset of S for which the distribution of X is, in addition, 
invariant either (a) under the transformations (Xi, X2, X3)-3 
(uxly x2y x3) or (b) under the transformations (Xi, X2, X,)-+ 
(Xi, UX,, X3), then, for PEP*, r12, r,3, and r23 are pairwise (but not 
mutually) independent, and together independent of (Si,, S22, S,,). In par- 
ticular, this result holds if X, , X2, and X3 are independently spherically dis- 
tributed, or if, further, X,-N(0, a;), all independently. In these cases, but 
not more generally, Si, , S,,, and S33 are also mutually independent. 
Note also that the Corollary refers only to functions of S = X’X (with a 
Wishart distribution in the case of normality), but it does not appear 
possible to apply this method of proof if S is taken as the basic random 
quantity instead of X. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the same conditions as Theorem 4.1, r23., II 
(X,9 x27 x3, I, s33.1, A). 
Proof. Let K* be the group whose typical element K* is a continuous 
function assigning to each x E R” an orthogonal matrix U = U(x) for which 
Ux = x. The action is given by k*: (X,, X2, X,)-+(X,, X2, U1X3), where 
U , = U( X 1 ). When (XI, X2) is given, U1 is determined. Hence, since under 
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any PEP X3 is spherically distributed conditional on (X,, X,), it follows 
that $9 is equivariant under the group K*, which is compact and acts con- 
tinuously. 
Taking H as before, it is again easily checked that G* = HK* is a group, 
and K* a G*. 
Let Y,.,=X,.,/S~$*.,, Y,.,=X,.,/S$,, and take W=(Y2.,,Y3.,). 
Under k*EK*, X3-+U1X3, X,+XI=U,X,, so that (S,,,S,3,S33) is 
invariant, and X3., +U,X3., . So K* acts on W, with k*: (Y2.,, Y,.,)-+ 
(Y,.,,UIY,.l), and, as before, H acts on W, with h: (Y2.1,Y,.,)-+ 
(VU *, 1, VY, 1). For Theorem 3.5(b), with K* replacing K, we have 
maximal invariants S=(X,,X2,X3*1,S33.,), S’=Y2.,, T=rZ3,,, U 
trivial, and the result follows. 
COROLLARY. r23.1JL(r12, r13, S,,, S22, S33, A). 
Combining this result with Theorem 4.1 shows that r13, rz3. 1, and 
(r12, SI1, SZ2, Sj3) are mutually independent, with r,3 and r23. 1 having the 
same distributions as under normality. In particular, (a) (n - 1 )l/* 
r,,/(l -rf3)1’2~tn--l, and (b) (12-22)“~ r,,.,/(l -r:3.,)1/2wtn-2. These 
quantities are just the usual r-statistics for testing whether, in the zero- 
intercept regression of X, (a) on X, alone, X, may be omitted, or (b) on X r 
and X2, X, may be omitted. 
All the above results will hold if V, and V, are interchanged. It should 
be clear that the results can easily be modified to allow for non-zero means, 
or regression on exogenous variables. 
4.3. Canonical Correlations. The above results yield to multivariate 
extension. Now we take Vj to be a set of variables ( vj,, V,,..., VjP,) 
(j= 1, 2, 3) and X=(X,, X2,X,) with Xj the (nxpj) matrix of obser- 
vations on the variables in Vj over all n individuals, where we assume 
n 2 p = p, + p2 + p3. Then S = X’X is a partitioned matrix with (j, k) block 
Sjk=X;X, (j, k= 1,2, 3). We define Xjek, Xj.k, Sijrk, S$.k, etc., as in the 
univariate case, and introduce q, 3.. k, and sj., to denote the random 
subspaces of R” spanned respectively by the columns of Xi, Xi. k, and Xj.k. 
In place of ordinary correlation, rjk will now denote the set of uncorrected 
sample canonical correlations between Xj and Xk. These are the min(pj, pk) 
largest eigenvalues of SjkS&‘S,S,- I, with the geometric interpretation that 
they are the cosines of the principal angles defining the relative position of 
the spaces 4. and Pk. Similarly, we have r12. 3 describing the relative 
position of 9’,.3 and 9?. 3, and likewise r ,2t 3, which is non-trivial if p, < p3 
andp2<p3. 
We again consider the groups K and H, defined exactly as before, and 9 
the family of K-invariant distributions. A density for a distribution P in 9 
has the form f(x,, x2, x3) = g(x,, x2, x;x3). All population correlations 
683117!3-5 
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between V, and V,, and between V, and V,, are zero, which implies that 
so are the population canonical correlations p ,3, pZ3, pZ3. i, p i3 *. If, under 
P, the rows of X are independently and identically normally distributed 
with zero mean and V, II (V,, V,), then PEP. 
The analogue of Theorem 4.1 can be stated and proved almost exactly as 
before, except that we now take W= (.Yi, Yj), these spaces transforming in 
the obvious way, and the appropriate maximal invariant property of r13 
following from simple algebraic or geometrical considerations. The dis- 
tribution of ri3, D,(p,, p3), say, is that of the cosines of the principal 
angles between a uniformly randomly oriented p,-dimensional subspace of 
R” and a fixed p,-dimensional subspace (cf. Eaton and Kariya [6]). 
For the analogue of Theorem 4.2, the typical element k* of K* assigns to 
each pi-dimensional subspace 9 of R” an orthogonal matrix U = U(9) 
such that x E 9 * Ux =x, and acts as k*: (X,, X,, X,)-+(X,, X2, U,X,), 
where U, = U(U, ). In particular, U, X, = Xi. The argument proceeds as 
before, with W = (.Z*. , , Ys. , ), and the same conclusion. In this case r23. 1 - 
Dn-p,(PZ, P3). 
Ifp2<pl and p3<pI, we obtain a further result as follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. With the above notation and conditions, r23*, lt 
(X,9 7427 x3.19 s33.1, A). 
The proof is parallel to the above analogue of Theorem 4.1, but requires 
that U=U(U) should satisfy xl9 5. Ux = x. In particular, U, X3, I = 
x3.1. We take W=(6c;.,, Z3 * 1). The distribution of r23 I i is then 
D,,(P,, ~3). 
COROLLARY. r23.,JUr129 f13, r23.1v S,,, S22v S33v 4. 
Combining this with earlier results, we deduce that, under PEB, r,3, 
r23.1p f23.1y and (r,2, S,i, S22, S33) are mutually independent, with 
r13, f23. I7 and r23. I having the given distributions. For distributions 
PEP*, as defined following Theorem4.1, ri2, ri3, r23.,, r2),,, and 
(S,, , S22, S,,) are mutually independent , and now also rlZwD,(p,, pZ). 
These results hold in particular under normality if the three groups of 
variables, Vi, V,, and V,, are independent of each other, so that S = X’X 
has a Wishart distribution with a block-diagonal scale matrix. 
4.4. Hotelling’s T2 (cf. Hannan [ 10, Sect. 8.21). If p, = 1 in Section 4.3, 
there is a single non-zero uncorrected sample canonical correlation ri2 
between V, and V2. Then rT2 is the squared multiple correlation coefficient 
(S,, - Si, 2)/S,, , the numerator and denominator being, respectively, the 
fitted and total (uncorrected) sums of squares, calculated from the usual 
formulae, for the zero-intercept sample regression of V, on V2. If, indepen- 
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dently for different individuals i, Xi, N N(0, o*) and Xi,-N(O’, C) indepen- 
dently, then the population regression coefficients vanish and, by standard 
multiple regression theory, r T2 has the beta distribution /3($ p2, t(a - p2)). 
(Note that {P~/(~-P~)) rT2/(l -rf2) is the F-statistic for testing zero 
regression of V, on V,.) 
The extension of Theorem 4.1 (with X, replacing X3 and the original X, 
ignored) shows that the same distribution for r12 will hold whenever the 
rows of X2 are N(O’, EC), independently of X, : the distribution of X, is 
irrelevant. In particular, suppose X, is taken to be the constant vector 1 of 
1’s. Then rf2=n%;SG’jZ2, where x;=n-‘l’X, is the sample mean for V;. 
With the rows of X, independently N(p’, C), Hotelling’s T2 for testing p = 0 
is c = nt;(S,,,,/v)-it, = vrT,/( 1 - rf2) (v = n - 1). That this is distributed 
as (vp2/(n - p,)} FP2,+ pz under the null hypothesis now follows. We note 
that {(rt -p2)/vp2} G is just the F-statistic for testing no effects of V, in 
the formal zero-intercept regression of P’, - 1 on V,, and has the correct F- 
distribution even though the usual assumptions underlying the regression 
theory are plainly false. 
Now introduce further variables V,. There is then a single non-zero par- 
tial canonical correlation r ,3. z, with rT3. Z = (S,r Z - S,, Z3)/S,, 2. Suppose 
that, given (Xi, X,), the rows of X3 are independently multivariate normal, 
with common dispersion matrix E:, and that E(X, IX,, X2) = X,A. This dis- 
tribution is invariant under the group K* defined as for the extension of 
Theorem 4.2 (with X, and X2 interchanged). It follows that r13.2 has the 
same distribution in all such cases, and is independent of r12. Now 
Un - P2 - P3)/P3> ri3.* /( 1 - rf3,*) is the usual F-statistic for testing that, in 
the zero-intercept regression of I/, on (V,, V,), V, does not enter. So, by 
consideration of the particular case that the rows of (X, X, X,) are 
independent multivariate normal N(O’, @) with @13.2 = 0, we deduce that 
this quantity has, under the above conditions, its familiar FP3,n--PZ--P3 dis- 
tribution. 
Now (1 - rf3,2 ) = SIL~JS~~.~ = (1 - r?,,,)l(l - rT2), where r:.23 = 
(Sii - S11.23)/S,1. In the special case that X, = 1, (1 - rf2) = (1 + c/v)-‘, 
and similarly (1 - rf 23) = (1 + 7$/v)) ‘, 7’& being Hotelling’s T2 for zero 
means based on (X2 X,). It follows that (7$ - G)/(v + r”,) = rf3.2/(1 - r:3.2) 
is distributed as { pJ(n - p2 - p,)} FP,.n _ P2- P3 independently of G. Note 
that the conditions under which this result has been derived are satisfied if 
the rows of (X, X,) are independently N(p’, E), with p’= (p; p;), 
X= x22 x23 ( > x32 x33 ’
and ph.2 =O’, where p;.2 =I& -p;Z221Z2s (cf. Mardia et al. [14, 
Sect. 3.6.21); equivalently if p’E - ’ p = p;&’ p2 (Jobson [ 121). 
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Specialising slightly, we have thus demonstrated: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let the rows of (X, X,) be independently and identically 
multivariate normal, with zero mean. Then 
independently of q. 
The above results are easily extended to the case that the rows of 
(X2 X,) fall into two groups, with multivariate normal distributions of the 
same dispersion, but with mean-vectors depending, possibly, on the group. 
In this case we now take X, = 1, X, a vector having 0 in group 1 and 1 in 
group 2, and Xz, X3 as above. The quantities of interest are &, and r&. 
Let T,*’ and TF;? be the usual two-sample Hotelling T2 statistics for testing 
equality of mean-vectors, based, respectively, on X2 and (X, X,). Then 
{(n- l- PJVJ~~ TT2= {(n- 1 - P~)/P~) rf2.J(1 -rf2.J (v=n-2) is the 
F-statistic for testing whether X, is needed in the with-intercept regression 
of Xz on X,, and is found to have a true F,,2,Cn-, _ P2, distribution when the 
mean-vectors for V2 for the two groups coincide. Likewise, 
{(n - pz - p3 - l)/p,}( TTl- Tz2)/( 1 + vT,*~) is the F-statistic for testing 
the need for X, in the with-intercept regression of X, on (X,, X,), and will 
be distributed as Fp,,Cn- Pz- P1- ,), independently of Tz2, whenever the 
Mahalanobis distance between the groups, based on (V, V,), is the same 
as that based on V2 alone. This is the basis of Rao’s test of no additional 
discriminating power in V, over and above that in V2. 
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